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ABSTRACT
We report the results of a search for a dust trail aligned with the orbit plane of the large main-belt
asteroid (24) Themis, which has been reported to have water ice frost on its surface. Observations were
obtained with the GMOS instrument on the Gemini-North Observatory in imaging mode, where we
used a chip gap to block much of the light from the asteroid, allowing us to take long exposures while
avoiding saturation by the object. No dust trail is detected within 2′ of Themis to a 3-σ limiting surface
brightness magnitude of Σlim ∼ 29.7 mag arcsec−2, as measured along the expected direction of the
dust trail. Detailed consideration of dust ejection physics indicates that particles large enough to form
a detectable dust trail were unlikely to be ejected as a result of sublimation from an object as large as
Themis. We nonetheless demonstrate that our observations would have been capable of detecting faint
dust emission as close as 20′′ from the object, even in a crowded star field. This approach could be
used to conduct future searches for sublimation-generated dust emission from Themis or other large
asteroids closer to perihelion than was done in this work. It would also be useful for deep imaging of
collisionally generated dust emission from large asteroids at times when the visibility of dust features
are expected to be maximized, such as during orbit plane crossings, during close approaches to the
Earth, or following detected impact events.
Keywords: minor planets, asteroids: general – minor planets, asteroids: individual, (24) Themis
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Background
Dust emission from solar system bodies is most com-
monly associated with comets from the outer solar sys-
tem, but there are situations in which asteroids in the
inner solar system may be expected and, in some cases,
have even been observed to also eject dust. Collisional
erosion of asteroid surfaces is one means by which as-
teroids can be sources of dust and debris in their orbital
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vicinity. Because impact velocities in the main asteroid
belt are ∼5 km s−1 (Bottke et al. 1994), significant en-
ergy is transferred to ejecta during an impact event, a
significant fraction of which will escape the gravitational
field of an asteroid. Dust is also produced in the catas-
trophic disruptions of parent asteroids believed to cre-
ate asteroid families (Nesvorny´ et al. 2003, 2006, 2008),
taking the form of dust bands that have been identified
in data obtained by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(Low et al. 1984; Dermott et al. 1984; Sykes 1990).
Asteroids on cometary orbits (ACOs), which appear
inactive but have comet-like orbits (as defined by hav-
ing Tisserand parameter values of TJ < 3; Kresa´k 1972),
are often believed to be dormant comets (e.g., Ferna´ndez
et al. 2001, 2005; Licandro et al. 2006, 2008), and so may
have the potential to exhibit new dust emission due to
reactivation or residual dust emission from earlier, more
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active periods (e.g., Mommert et al. 2014). Active as-
teroids have asteroid-like orbits (as defined by having
TJ > 3) but exhibit comet-like dust emission due to
various mechanisms (Jewitt et al. 2015b), and consist of
disrupted asteroids, which exhibit activity due to pro-
cesses such as impact disruptions or rotational destabi-
lization (cf. Hsieh et al. 2012a), and main-belt comets
(MBCs), which exhibit activity determined to be due
to the sublimation of volatile ice (Hsieh & Jewitt 2006;
Snodgrass et al. 2017).
While most currently known active asteroids are rela-
tively small (effective nucleus radii of rn . 5 km; refer-
ences in Jewitt et al. 2015b), two large disrupted aster-
oids have been observed, namely (596) Scheila and (493)
Griseldis, which have rn = 79.9 km and rn = 20.8 km,
respectively (Mainzer et al. 2016). The dust emission
observed for each object is believed to have been caused
by a non-catastrophic impact on each body (Jewitt et al.
2011; Bodewits et al. 2011; Ishiguro et al. 2011a; Tholen
et al. 2015). Scheila and Griseldis were both quite
bright when they were discovered to be active, with
apparent V -band magnitudes of mV = 14.3 mag and
mV = 15.7 mag (according to the JPL Horizons online
ephemeris generator1), respectively. Main-belt dwarf
planet (1) Ceres (rn = 467.6 km; Carry et al. 2008),
is sometimes considered an active asteroid due to the
fact that it has been observed to exhibit water vapor
outgassing (Ku¨ppers et al. 2014), but visible dust emis-
sion has never been observed from this body. No large
(rn > 5 km) MBCs or MBC candidates seen to exhibit
observable dust emission are currently known.
1.2. Asteroid Ice
Volatile material is known to have existed and to
still exist in asteroids. Meteorites linked to the aster-
oid belt contain aqueously altered minerals, indicating
that liquid water was once present in main belt objects
(e.g., Hiroi et al. 1996; Burbine 1998; Keil 2000). Even
long before the discovery of water vapor outgassing dis-
cussed above (Section 1.1), Ceres was thought to possess
present-day surface water ice (Lebofsky et al. 1981; Ver-
nazza et al. 2005), which has now been directly detected
by Dawn (Combe et al. 2016). Spectroscopic evidence
of water ice frost has also been reported for main-belt
asteroid (24) Themis (Rivkin & Emery 2010; Campins
et al. 2010), fellow Themis family asteroid (90) Antiope
(Hargrove et al. 2015), and other asteroids (Takir &
Emery 2012). Volatile material in main-belt asteroids
is a subject of great interest in astrobiology, given dy-
namical studies indicating that objects from the region
1 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
of the solar system occupied by the present-day main
asteroid belt, or at least similar to objects currently oc-
cupying the present-day main belt, could have played
a significant role in the primordial delivery of water to
the terrestrial planets (Morbidelli et al. 2000; Raymond
et al. 2004; Raymond & Izidoro 2017; O’Brien et al.
2006, 2018, and references within).
The Themis asteroid family has come to be of partic-
ular interest in studies of asteroid ice in recent years.
Along with the spectroscopic detections of surface ice
on Themis and Antiope discussed above, at least three
MBCs are likely members of the family (Hsieh et al.
2004, 2011a, 2012b). Since asteroid family members are
believed to be compositionally similar, this evidence of
probable ice on multiple Themis family members sug-
gests that ice could be widespread in the family.
While the presence of ice on MBCs is inferred indi-
rectly from their dust emission activity, no spectroscopic
detections of water ice on a MBC exhibiting visible dust
emission have ever been made. The nuclei of the known
MBCs are simply too small (rn  5 km) and faint
(mV  20 mag when inactive) to obtain spectroscopic
observations sensitive enough to detect any water ice
on their surfaces that may be present. Conversely, de-
tectable cometary activity has never been observed for
Themis and Antiope despite the reported spectroscopic
detections of water ice on their surfaces. Attempts to di-
rectly detect sublimation from Themis have been made
but have been unsuccessful thus far (Jewitt & Guilbert-
Lepoutre 2012; McKay et al. 2017). However, given that
MBCs exhibit visible dust emission without exhibiting
detectable outgassing (see references in Snodgrass et al.
2017), the same could be true for Themis. A major
challenge to searching for dust emission from Themis,
though, is that it is difficult to efficiently obtain useful
deep-imaging observations of such a bright object with a
large telescope without quickly saturating the detector
and accumulating intractable levels of scattered light.
Photometric analysis (i.e., searching for photometric
enhancements that could indicate the presence of unre-
solved ejected material) is an alternative method of de-
tecting dust emission activity from an object (e.g., Bus
et al. 1988; Tholen et al. 1988; Cikota et al. 2014; Hsieh
& Sheppard 2015). Use of this method, however, re-
quires that the amount of ejected dust contained within
the seeing disk of an object has a total scattering surface
area comprising a detectable fraction of the scattering
surface area of the object itself. For very large objects
like Themis, this requirement may represent an implau-
sibly large amount of material to be ejected. Higher
quality observations with greater photometric precision
could improve sensitivity to smaller amounts of ejected
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material, but even then, this method would be limited
by the precision of the predictions of Themis’s magni-
tude when inactive, as well as the need for photometric
excesses to exceed photometric uncertainties due to ro-
tational variations and aspect angle effects in order to
be conclusively attributable to ejected material.
In this paper, we present a search for visible dust emis-
sion associated with Themis, where our observations and
data reduction techniques were specially designed to ad-
dress the challenges of performing deep imaging of bright
asteroids using relatively simple observing techniques
(i.e., suitable for queue mode observing) and instrumen-
tation. While we did not detect any dust emission with
these particular observations, we suggest that this ap-
proach could be used in the future to perform additional
searches for faint activity associated with Themis at dif-
ferent points in its orbit, and also faint activity associ-
ated with other bright asteroids in general.
2. OBSERVATIONS
A primary consideration in the design of our observa-
tions to search for dust emission from Themis was the
asteroid’s extreme brightness, meaning that any long
exposure by a large (8-m-class) telescope would quickly
saturate. Bleeding of excess charge, as well as exten-
sive scattered light, would then obscure any faint dust
features from view, particularly if the largest column
density of dust particles is close to the object. On the
other hand, a long series of extremely short exposures
to avoid saturating individual exposures would be in-
efficient both to obtain and process. To address these
challenges, we devised a method to observe Themis using
one of the chip gaps of a multi-element mosaic imager
to block the majority of the light from the asteroid, al-
lowing us to take much longer exposures than would be
feasible otherwise.
Another consideration in the design of our observa-
tions was timing. While dust emission activity due to
sublimation is likely to be strongest near perihelion, or
perhaps shortly afterwards (cf. Hsieh et al. 2011b), dust
ejected early in an object’s active period is expected
to be concentrated near the source object. This is be-
cause shortly after activity begins, ejected particles do
not have time to travel very far, unless they are very
small (e.g., µm-scale or smaller), in which case they dis-
perse quickly and rapidly become too diffuse to be visi-
ble at large distances from the object. For an extremely
bright asteroid like Themis, though, dust features close
to the object are difficult to detect due to interference
from scattered light from the asteroid itself.
At longer times after the start of dust emission, large
dust particles (e.g., mm-scale or larger, which disperse
much more slowly in response to solar radiation pressure
and Keplerian shear) can form a dust trail that is rel-
atively long-lasting and extends to large distances from
the source object, avoiding the large amount of scat-
tered light expected near the object. These trails are
commonly seen in associated with short-period comets
(Sykes & Walker 1992; Reach et al. 2007), and are the
type of dust trail that we aimed to search for with the
observations of Themis presented here.
We obtained queue observations of Themis on 2015
June 9 and 2015 June 12 (Table 1) using the 8.1 m
Gemini North telescope (Program GN-2015A-FT-19) on
Mauna Kea in Hawaii. At the time of our observations,
Themis was at a true anomaly of ν∼ 117◦, similar to
the orbit positions at which other MBCs have been ob-
served to show long, faint dust trails detectable with
observations similar to our planned Gemini observations
of Themis (i.e., 238P/Read and 324P/La Sagra; Hsieh
et al. 2009; Hsieh 2014).
Observations were made using the imaging mode of
the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS; image
scale of 0.1454′′ pixel−1; Hook et al. 2004) and a Sloan r′
filter. Using accurate knowledge of the position and non-
sidereal rate of motion of Themis from Horizons2, we
were able to design our observations such that minimal
effort would be required on the part of queue observers
to maintain the object’s position in the GMOS chip gap
once the telescope was positioned properly at the start
of observations.
Later, this same accurate knowledge of Themis’s po-
sition and non-sidereal rate of motion allowed us to ac-
curately combine our data even though Themis itself
was not directly imaged by our observations. Using this
technique, assuming 1.′′0 (FWHM) seeing conditions in
r′-band, placing Themis in the 2.′′8 chip gap between the
GMOS e2V DD chips would allow us to avoid & 95% of
the flux from the asteroid (Diego 1985), minimizing the
potential for saturation, with the remaining flux in the
wings of the object’s surface brightness profile reaching
the detector on either side of the chip gap. Observations
comprising one hour of total effective exposure time were
obtained on each night, giving us a total of two hours of
total on-source integration time.
3. DATA REDUCTION
We performed standard bias subtraction and flat-field
reduction for all data using sky flats constructed from
dithered science images. Flux calibration was conducted
using field star photometry from the Pan-STARRS1 sur-
vey catalog (Tonry et al. 2012; Schlafly et al. 2012; Mag-
2 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
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Figure 1. (a) A single 180 s exposure of (24) Themis from Gemini-N on 2015 June 9 showing the positions of the chip gaps
and the asteroid. (b) Cleaned composite image (where field stars have been removed) constructed from all data listed in Table 1
(2 hrs of total effective exposure time). The locations of the target asteroid and the chip gaps, north (N), east (E), the antisolar
direction (−), and the negative heliocentric velocity vector (−v), as projected on the sky, are marked in both panels. The
central chip area in both panels is 2.′4 wide and 5.′0 high.
Table 1. Observation Log
UT Date Telescope Na tb ammid
c θs
d νe Rf ∆g αh PA−i PA−vj ∆tk
2013 October 31 Perihelion ... ... ... ... 0.0 2.740 3.146 17.8 292.6 292.7 0
2015 June 09 Gemini 20 3600 1.408 0.8 117.3 3.275 2.261 0.9 289.0 274.5 586
2015 June 12 Gemini 20 3600 1.481 0.7 117.8 3.278 2.263 0.3 46.9 274.7 589
a Number of exposures.
b Total exposure time, in seconds.
c Airmass at midpoint of observations.
d FWHM seeing, in arcsec.
e True anomaly, in degrees.
f Heliocentric distance, in AU.
g Geocentric distance, in AU.
h Solar phase angle, in degrees.
i Position angle of the antisolar vector, in degrees east of north.
j Position angle of the negative heliocentric velocity vector, in degrees east of north.
k Days past perihelion.
nier et al. 2013). To enable precise positional offset-
ting of our images for constructing composite images, we
derived independent astrometric solutions for each im-
age using the 2MASS point source catalog (Cutri et al.
2003), ultimately attaining an astrometric precision of
0.2′′ for each image.
During our observations, Themis was passing through
a dense star field near the galactic plane (galactic lat-
itude of b∼ 8◦), meaning that careful data reduction
was needed to search for potential dust emission fea-
tures against this crowded background. As such, we
first masked data within 15′′ of Themis’s expected posi-
tion in each snapshot in order to avoid excess flux from
the asteroid, and then created a star-aligned composite
image excluding masked pixels and CCD gaps. We then
used the Hotpants image subtraction software package
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(Becker 2015)3 and WCSTools/remap astrometric align-
ment software (Mink 2011)4 to align and resample, con-
volve, and normalize the resulting background source
template to match each individual image for optimal
image subtraction, and subtracted each customized tem-
plate from individual images. For further image refine-
ment, we applied masks to saturated pixels and mis-
aligned remnants in individual subtracted images, using
SExtractor’s “check image” (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)
as a mask image (after careful visual inspection) to re-
move all sources except the sky background and any
faint dust structures. Individual subtracted images from
both nights (comprising a total of two hours of on-source
time) were then shifted and aligned (based on Themis’s
predicted non-sidereal motion on the sky), and median-
averaged to make a new background-subtracted compos-
ite image for our search for faint dust structures.
From a visual inspection of our final composite im-
age including data from both nights (Figure 1b), we
see no sign of extended dust emission associated with
Themis (apart from some residual scattered light from
the asteroid itself) down to a 3-σ limiting magnitude of
Σlim∼ 28.0 mag arcsec−2, as measured over 1 arcsec2.
To perform a more quantitative search for a dust trail
aligned with Themis’s orbit plane as projected on the
sky, as was seen for 238P and 324P (Hsieh et al. 2009;
Hsieh 2014) and predicted for Themis using syndyne-
synchrone dust modeling analysis (after Finson & Prob-
stein 1968), we first rotate our final composite image
of Themis to make the expected direction of the trail
horizontal in the image frame and then measure the
surface brightness of the image within a 3′′-wide strip
extending to the west (i.e., in the expected direction of
the dust trail) using 5′′-long rectangular apertures. We
also perform the same measurements for strips of sky
10′′ North and South of the expected trail in order to
measure nearby sky background levels. A diagram of
these regions overlaid on our rotated composite image
of Themis is shown in Figure 2.
We then calculate the average of the fluxes measured
in the two apertures above and below each trail aperture,
and subtract the resulting average local sky brightness
from the flux measured in each trail aperture to ob-
tain net fluxes along the expected extent of the trail.
We plot these calculated net fluxes (in counts per pixel
within each 3′′× 5′′ aperture) in Figure 3a, and equiv-
alent surface brightnesses in magnitudes per arcsec in
Figure 3b, where net fluxes less than 3-σ above the sky
3 https://github.com/acbecker/hotpants
4 http://tdc-www.harvard.edu/wcstools/remap.html
are assigned magnitudes equal to the limiting magnitude
of our observations (as computed over a 3′′× 5′′ area).
From this analysis, we find no clear evidence of excess
flux along the direction of the expected trail up to ∼ 2′
from our target object down to a limiting magnitude
of Σlim = 29.7 mag arcsec
−2. For comparison, the dust
trail detected for MBC 324P/La Sagra at a true anomaly
of ν= 117◦ in 2011 by the Gemini North telescope was
seen to extend > 2′ from the comet’s nucleus and had a
measured surface brightness of ΣR∼ 27.2 mag arcsec−2
(Hsieh 2014).
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Dust Ejection Physics
Themis has a radius of rn = 91.9± 5.7 km and an es-
timated mass of M = (5.9± 1.9)×1018 kg (Carry 2012).
Using
vesc =
√
2GM
rn
(1)
to compute the escape velocity of the body, we find an
escape velocity of vesc ∼ 90 m s−1. This is extremely
high compared to the dust ejection velocities determined
for other MBCs (on the order of meters per second; e.g.,
Hsieh et al. 2004, 2009, 2011a; Moreno et al. 2011, 2013;
Licandro et al. 2013) for grain sizes ranging from µm to
cm scales.
The relationship between particle radius, a, and ejec-
tion velocity, vej , typically assumed in numerical comet
dust ejection models is given by
vej(β) ≈ v0β1/2 (2)
where β is the dimensionless ratio of the acceleration
due to solar radiation pressure to the local acceleration
due to gravity for a particle of a given radius (where
β ≈ 1/a for a in µm) and v0 is the reference ejection
velocity for a particle with a = 1 µm (e.g., Lisse et al.
1998; Reach et al. 2000; Ishiguro et al. 2007). Assuming
v0∼ 25 m s−1 as determined for both MBCs 238P/Read
and 324P/La Sagra (Hsieh et al. 2009; Moreno et al.
2011), which gives some of the highest ejection velocities
determined for a MBC, we find that only dust particles
with β > 10 (cf. Figure 4), corresponding to a< 0.1 µm,
would be expected to reach ejection velocities sufficient
to escape Themis’s gravity.
Sub-µm particles are not expected to produce the type
of long-lasting dust tail that we were searching for with
these observations. Given the large size of Themis, how-
ever, higher rates of sublimation than any of the MBCs
known to date could be possible in principle, given the
possibility of larger subsurface volatile reservoirs. For
example, as mentioned above, (1) Ceres (with a diame-
ter of ∼950 km) was observed by Herschel to exhibit a
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Figure 2. Diagram of the positions of the region of sky used to search for dust emission along the expected direction of
Themis’s dust trail (middle white rectangle) and the regions used for sky background subtraction (top and bottom white
rectangles) overlaid on a rotated star-subtracted composite image of our Themis observations. Themis was located at the center
of the large black circle to the left of the image. North (N), east (E), the antisolar direction (−), and the negative heliocentric
velocity vector (−v), as projected on the sky, are marked as labeled.
Figure 3. (a) Plot of net flux per pixel (in ADU) for 5′′-long apertures along a 3′′-wide strip placed along the expected extent
of the Themis dust trail in the composite image constructed from data from both nights of observations (schematically shown in
Figure 2). Error bars indicating 1-σ uncertainties are shown, while points contained within the dotted lines are within 3-σ of the
sky level. (b) Plot of equivalent surface brightnesses in magnitudes per arcsec2 for the aperture fluxes in (a), where magnitudes
for average fluxes less than 3-σ above the sky are assigned to the 3-σ limiting magnitude of 29.7 mag arcsec−2 (as measured
over a 3′′× 5′′ area) for our observations.
water vapor production rate of QH2O > 10
26 mol s−1,
higher than any of the upper limits measured or inferred
for known MBCs (e.g., Jewitt et al. 2009, 2015a; Lican-
dro et al. 2011, 2013; Hsieh et al. 2012b,c, 2013; de Val-
Borro et al. 2012; O’Rourke et al. 2013), perhaps due to
either sublimation of near-surface ice (which is likewise
a plausible explanation for observed MBC activity) or
cryovolcanism powered by heating from long-lived ra-
dioisotopes in the deep interior of Ceres (Ku¨ppers et al.
2014). In the case of Themis itself, water ice is unstable
against sublimation at the calculated equilibrium sur-
face temperatures of the object, yet water frost has been
detected across its surface (Campins et al. 2010). This
suggests that the detected frost layer was recently de-
posited at the time of its observations, and perhaps peri-
odically or continuously replenished by mechanisms like
ongoing outgassing from the asteroid’s interior and re-
condensation via cold-trapping (Rivkin & Emery 2010),
in turn, implying the presence of significant subsurface
water ice reservoirs.
To get a sense of the upper range of the strength
of comet-like sublimation-driven dust emission that we
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Figure 4. Expected dust grain ejection velocities from
Themis as a function of particle size, assuming the Whip-
ple model for dust emission for a “new” classical comet at
the heliocentric distance of Themis’s perihelion (blue line),
the size-velocity relationship for ejected dust grains found
for JFC 65P (orange line; Ishiguro et al. 2007), and the
size-velocity relationship for ejected dust grains found for
previously analyzed MBCs 238P and 324P (red line; Hsieh
et al. 2009; Moreno et al. 2011). A horizontal black solid
line marks the assumed mean gas velocity (vg = 500 m s
−1),
while a horizontal black dashed line marks the escape ve-
locity for Themis (vesc = 90 m s
−1) and horizontal black
dotted lines mark escape velocities for objects with Themis-
like densities (ρ = 1400 kg m−3) and radii of r = 1 km
(vesc = 0.88 m s
−1) and r = 10 km (vesc = 8.8 m s−1), as
labeled. The shaded region indicates the range of velocities
over which dust particles exceed Themis’s escape velocity,
and are therefore ejected and become potentially observable.
Velocities above this range are unphysical because vg sets an
effective maximum velocity for dust particles ejected by gas
drag, while particles with velocities below this range cannot
escape Themis’s gravity and thus never become observable.
might expect from Themis, we consider the Whipple
model (Whipple 1950, 1951) for dust emission in clas-
sical comets (i.e., from the outer solar system). In this
model, which assumes that sublimation occurs over the
entirety of an object’s sunlit hemisphere, terminal dust
grain velocities are given by
v∞ =
(
13vgF
12nR[AU]2aρdH
rn − 8piG
3
ρnr
2
n
)1/2
(3)
where F = 1361 W m−2 is the solar constant, 1/n is
the efficiency of solar radiation at sublimating cometary
ices, G = 6.67× 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 is the gravitational
constant, and rn is the radius of central body. Assum-
ing a mean gas velocity of vg = 500 m s
−1, a bulk as-
teroid density of ρn = 1400 kg m
−3 (characteristic of
C-type asteroids like Themis; Britt et al. 2002), dust
grain densities of ρd = 2500 kg m
−3 (characteristic of
CI and CM carbonaceous chondrite meteorites which
are associated with C-type asteroids; Britt et al. 2002),
and using Themis’s heliocentric distance at perihelion
of Rq = 2.74 AU, and a latent heat of sublimation of
H = 2.83× 106 J kg−1, as appropriate for water ice, we
obtain
v∞ =
(
1.27
1
na
− 6.6× 103
)1/2
(4)
We plot this function along with the size-velocity re-
lationship determined for 238P and 324P (Equation 2)
in Figure 4. The Whipple model consistently produces
larger dust grain velocities than computed for previously
observed MBCs, but also includes a steep drop-off in ter-
minal velocity as a critical dust radius is reached.
Setting v∞ = 0 m s−1, we can express the critical dust
particle size above which dust particles are too large to
be ejected from a Themis-like asteroid by gas drag as
ac =
133.2
R[AU]2rn
1
n
≈ 200
n
µm (5)
For a “new” comet (i.e., n = 1), only particles with
a < 200 µm (β > 5 × 10−3) can be ejected. This
result reflects the maximum activity strength that we
would expect as a result of sublimation across the en-
tire surface of Themis, where ac will decrease for lower
sublimation efficiencies (i.e., larger n). For comparison,
using values appropriate for (62) Erato (rn = 53.5 km;
Rq = 2.61 AU), another large Themis family asteroid,
we find ac ≈ 350 n−1 µm under the Whipple model.
Applying simple Finson-Probstein modeling (Finson
& Probstein 1968), we find that 200 µm particles ejected
at the time of Themis’s perihelion passage would be ∼ 1
degree from the nucleus 590 days later (at the time of
our observations), and outside our field of view. To still
be visible within 2 arcmin of the asteroid at the time of
our observations, 200 µm particles would have needed
to have been ejected fewer than 200 days prior to our
observations, or around November 2014, when Themis
was at R = 3.03 AU and ν ∼ 80◦, or later. Compared
to the theoretical maximum ejectable particle size for
Themis at perihelion (ν ∼ 0◦), ac at ν ∼ 80◦ under
the full-strength Whipple model is slightly reduced to
ac ∼160 µm (an essentially negligible difference given
the expected real-world precision of the critical particle
size calculations presented here). However, the subli-
mation rate of water is roughly an order of magnitude
lower at this distance (cf. Hsieh et al. 2015), reducing
the likelihood of observable levels of dust emission.
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To summarize, we have considered the case here of
the largest ejectable particles from Themis at perihe-
lion assuming that these particles would be the most
likely to contribute to the production of a long-lived
dust trail. Smaller particles could also produce visible
dust emission, but only if they were ejected relatively
recently with respect to the time of observations. In the
case of the observations presented here, the late tim-
ing of our observations relative to Themis’s perihelion
passage means that any still-visible particles would have
had to have been ejected at larger heliocentric distances,
at which the sublimation rate of water may have been
too low to have produced detectable dust emission. If
Themis is actively emitting dust at any point in its or-
bit, future observations performed earlier in its orbit
(i.e., closer to perihelion) would be more likely to reveal
visible dust features. Similar searches for dust emis-
sion associated with other large, potentially icy asteroids
should also be performed relatively close to perihelion to
maximize the likelihood of detecting visible dust.
4.2. Potential Alternative Applications
Besides performing additional searches for dust emis-
sion from Themis and other large, potentially icy aster-
oids near perihelion, the approach described here could
also be useful for searches for dust emitted from large
asteroids as a result of processes other than sublimation-
driven dust emission. As mentioned above (Section 1.1),
collisional erosion of asteroids could be a significant
source of interplanetary dust. An online impact sim-
ulator created by K. A. Holsapple5 demonstrates that
for asteroid sizes between 10 km and 1000 km, the to-
tal mass of ejecta material created by impactors greater
than 1 m in diameter that escape the target asteroid,
scaled by the target surface area, monotonically in-
creases with the size of the target asteroid. This result
implies that searches for faint dust associated with the
largest asteroids in the asteroid belt could potentially
be highly fruitful.
Dust with velocities significantly exceeding the escape
velocity of Themis will necessarily form a trail of greater
physical extent than the narrower trails associated with
sublimation-driven emission of large particles by short-
period comets. Such a mechanism may be required to
explain the existence of Type II dust trails detected by
the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (Sykes 1988), which
are more than an order of magnitude wider because of
the corresponding greater dispersion in ejection veloc-
ities. Searches for such a trail associated with Themis
5 http://keith.aa.washington.edu/craterdata/scaling/
index.htm
may therefore benefit from the use of facilities with even
larger fields of view than GMOS, such as SuprimeCam or
HyperSuprimeCam on the Subaru telescope (Miyazaki
et al. 2002).
In particular, the approach used in this work could
be applied to large asteroids in young asteroid fami-
lies such as the Veritas and Beagle families (e.g., Mi-
lani & Farinella 1994; Nesvorny´ & Vokrouhlicky´ 2006;
Nesvorny´ et al. 2008, 2015; Pravec et al. 2018), to see
if dust from intra-family collisional erosion (which may
occur at a higher rate for young family members, given
the more highly similar orbits of young family members
compared to those of other asteroids and their poten-
tial impactors) can be detected. While the visibility of
ejected dust in these cases is not expected to be neces-
sarily correlated with orbit position (as in the case of
sublimation-generated dust emission), consideration of
other factors could help to maximize the likelihood of
detecting dust features, such as timing observations to
coincide with orbit plane crossings (e.g., Hsieh & Je-
witt 2005; Arendt 2014), when the optical depth of a
dust trail should be maximized, or close approaches to
the Earth, when any dust should simply have a higher
apparent surface brightness and thus be more easily de-
tected.
The observational approach presented here could also
be used to characterize dust features associated with
large, bright asteroids suspected to have experienced re-
cent impacts, such as (596) Scheila or (493) Griseldis
(Section 1.1). While the initial detection of dust emis-
sion from these objects will usually presumably have
been made using more conventional observing tech-
niques, observations similar to those described here
could help with the morphological characterization of
close-in dust features that would otherwise be impossi-
ble to identify amid the large amount of scattered light
from such bright objects, or extend the length of time
over which fading dust features can be observed follow-
ing an impact event. Such observations could aid in set-
ting limits on maximum ejected dust grain sizes, total
ejected dust masses, and impactor sizes and energies,
and also aid in the determination of the cause of the
active event itself (e.g., Ishiguro et al. 2011a,b).
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we report the results of an attempt to
detect sublimation-driven dust emission from the large
main-belt asteroid (24) Themis, which has been reported
in previous studies to have widespread water ice frost
on its surface, and whose collisional family contains at
least 3 MBCs. While no dust emission was ultimately
detected, we suggest that our observational approach of
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using a chip gap to block much of the light from a bright
target asteroid could be employed for future searches
for faint dust features associated with Themis or other
bright asteroids suspected of potentially exhibiting dust
emission for one reason or another.
The observing strategy for the search described here
involved searching for an extended dust trail aligned
with the orbit plane of the object. Such a dust trail
could be relatively long-lasting and, if present, would be
expected to extend well past the residual scattered light
expected from the mV ∼ 11.5 mag object being blocked
by the GMOS chip gap. More detailed consideration of
dust ejection physics, however, indicates that the max-
imum ejectable particles by sublimation at perihelion
from an object as large and massive as Themis were un-
likely to still be observable in the GMOS field of view
at the time of our observations.
Despite the non-detection of a dust trail in this par-
ticular work, the results of our data reduction show that
our observational and data reduction procedures would
have enabled us to detect faint dust emission as close
as 20 arcsec from the object (cf. Figure 3), even in a
crowded star field. As such, we suggest that similar
future searches for dust emission from Themis or other
large asteroids could target the immediate vicinity of the
central asteroid, where dust particles small enough to ex-
ceed the object’s escape velocity are expected to be most
easily seen. Given that these small particles should be
relatively short-lived, in cases where sublimation-driven
dust emission is expected, such searches should also be
conducted much closer to perihelion than was done in
this particular study, i.e., closer to the assumed time of
peak dust emission. In cases where dust emission driven
by other mechanisms (such as impacts) is expected, con-
ducting searches near perihelion is not necessarily ad-
vantageous because such activity is not expected to be
correlated with orbit position. In these cases, searches
for dust should still be conducted when the visibility
of dust features is expected to be highest, such as dur-
ing orbit plane crossings, during close approaches to the
Earth, or following detected disruption events.
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